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DRAMATIS PERSONAE

Poor Prodromos
The husband: T.D. Smith
The wife: Barbara Papendorp
The monk: Laura Scott (and ensemble as monastic archontes)
The scholar: Andrew White
The father: T.D. Smith
The butcher’s wife: Laura Scott

Celebrity auction
Hermes: Laura Scott
Zeus: T.D. Smith
The blind slave: Andrew White
Buyer: Barbara Papendorp
Ganymede: Adrian Sohn
Slaves: Sarah Brooks, Ana Cabrera, Örgü Dalgiç, Adele Giorda, Mariachiara Giorda, Kait Handler, Svetlana Sobkovitch, Lisa Wainwright, Ian White

War of the Cats and Mice
Queen Mouse: Barbara Papendorp
Messenger 1: T.D. Smith
Messenger 2: T.D. Smith
Chorus of mice: Laura Scott with Sarah Brooks, Adrian Sohn, Ana Cabrera, Örgü Dalgiç, Adele Giorda, Mariachiara Giorda, Kait Handler, Svetlana Sobkovitch, Lisa Wainwright, Ian White

Dramation
Wise Guy: Andrew White
Ignoramus: T.D. Smith
Lady Luck: Laura Scott
Chorus/house-slave: T.D. Smith
The Muses: Barbara Papendorp with Sarah Brooks, Gudrun Buehl, Ana Cabrera, Örgü Dalgiç, Mariachiara Giorda, Kait Handler, Svetlana Sobkovitch, Lisa Wainwright

PROGRAM

Dramaturg: Andrew Walker White
Designers: Polly Evans and Chris Harrison

Introit, sung by Alexander Lingas,
followed by an introduction to the piece

Poor Prodromos, Poem I, 40-67 and 140-197,
introduced by Margaret Alexiou,
read in Greek by Vasileios Marinis

Theodore Prodromos, Celebrity Auction, The Blind Slave,
introduced by Przemyslaw Marciniak

Poor Prodromos, Poem III, 40-116 and 273-325,
introduced by Margaret Alexiou

Michael Psellos, Canon of the monk Jacob,
sung and introduced by Alexander Lingas

Theodore Prodromos, War of the Cats and Mice, 210-252,
Kreillos’s wife’s lament,
introduced by Przemyslaw Marciniak

A Phlebotomological Ode,
sung and introduced by Alexander Lingas

Poor Prodromos, Poem IV, 1-22 and 214-257,
introduced by Margaret Alexiou,
read in Greek by Vasileios Marinis

Michael Haploucheir, Dramation,
introduced by
Andrew White

Recessional, introduced and sung by Alexander Lingas
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